
Re-center, focus and change the energy you put out into the world. 
by Kellie Lease Stecher, MD

I found Carolyn Vinup of Gateways to Brilliance from a friend who knew I was searching 
for stress reduction options for frontline healthcare workers. I had not heard of sound  
healing and was curious how this mindfulness energy modality could support rest,  
relaxation, and bring a sense of peace and calm. I decided to give it a try. 

I had just finished my shift and was still in 
high energy work mode. Upon entering 
the Sacred Sound Chamber, Carolyn  
noticed the intensity in my body and 
invited me to sit down, relax and begin to 
focus on my breathing. I closed my eyes 
and started to journey inward, and my 
mind began to quiet. This is even before  
the Sound Session began. 

As I settled in, Carolyn shared a little bit 
about the science of sound and how it invites the parasympathetic nervous system to focus  
on restoring the body to a state of calmness, rest, and inner peace. The Crystal Singing 
Bowls are beautiful and listening to them fill the space with healing sounds invites your 
brain waves to shift from Beta (active mind) to Alpha (more relaxed, dream like state) and 
even to Theta states (deep meditative states). You are still aware, yet in a deep state of relaxation. 

So, after this experience this is what I would like to share with others: We often do not  
take time for ourselves. We need to allow ourselves the opportunity to rest and recharge. 
This is an experience that helps you re-center, focus, and change the energy you put out into 
the world.
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Patient Care Heroes, LLC is a social enterprise built to ensure the  
company and the mission is sustainable. Any “profits” will not go 
to stakeholders, but rather to expand our mission. Our nonprofit 
arm (with administrative costs fully covered by the social enterprise) 
will send 100% of donations to the intended cause.  We will also 
seek non-profit partnerships with existing mandates that support 
our community.

A friend when you want one, 
an advocate when you  

need one, always putting  
my patients first.



About the Gateways To Brilliance 
Carolyn Vinup

Carolyn Vinup of Gateways to Brilliance - Awakening Your  
Higher Consciousness and Expanding Your Inner Light, has been 
part of the Wellness Revolution movement for over 25 years. 
Carolyn has been practicing Feng Shui for 20 years, specializing 
in Feng Shui Blessings and Creating Sacred Space in Homes,  
Offices and Wellness Centers. As a Sound Frequency  
Ambassador, Carolyn guides spiritual seekers through  
transformative experiences called Sacred Ceremonies in her  
Sacred Sound Chamber in Eden Prairie, MN.

For More Information about Carolyn Vinup and Gateways to Brilliance 

Email: Carolyn@CarolynVinup.com

Cell: 612-325-5162

https://gatewaystobrilliance.com/
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